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      I am writing in regard to the proposed traffic management plan for Kent Street. What is
proposed will put an intolerable burden on this quiet Country lane and as residents for
more than 30 years we are expecting the planning inspectors to help us stand up to the
developers proposal . Kent Street has a restricted width of 6 ft 6ins and is for Residents
only. Traffic is light because 2 cars cannot pass safely without reversing into a passing
place. There is no way you should permit large HGV vehicles at all let alone the numbers
being proposed . This will cause complete chaos for residents many of whom are elderly .
The lane is widely used by Horse Riders, Dog walkers and ramblers and no thought or
provision has been made for them. At the moment it is practically impossible to get out
from Kent Street on to A272 and if you need to turn Right towards the Motorway it can be so
busy that you have to turn left and go into Cowfold and back out again. What this will be
like when you throw hundred of huge lorries into the mix I have no idea. Rampion are not
interested in engaging with local residents to try to minimize the awful affect of their
proposals. They are only interested in the cheapest easiest solution so we are very reliant
on the Inspectors to see through this . In the words of Alan Bates in the Post office scandal
“we are just the skint little people “.  Trying to get our point across against the Resources of
a £3billion scheme with hoards of paid consultants is some challenge and no doubt we will
be disappointed.
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